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An automated metrics set for mutual adaptation between human
and robotic device
Abstract
In rehabilitation robotics, a strong coupling between human and robot entails high requirements for
achieving mutual adaptation. The latter underlies the acceptance of the robotic device as an extension of
the human body and promotes an efficient collaboration. We present automated metrics for quantifying
models of human-robot interaction and the mutual adaptation based on the pattern of informational flow
between the two participants in the interaction. These methods allow the robotic device to gain the
ability to score the mutual adaptation and to implement strategies for increasing it, fostering the
human-centered robot autonomy in rehabilitation robotics.
An Automated Metrics Set for Mutual Adaptation
between Human and Robotic Device
Dana D. Damian, Alejandro Hernandez-Arieta, Max Lungarella, and Rolf Pfeifer
Abstract— In rehabilitation robotics, a strong coupling be-
tween human and robot entails high requirements for achieving
mutual adaptation. The latter underlies the acceptance of the
robotic device as an extension of the human body and promotes
an efficient collaboration. We present automated metrics for
quantifying models of human-robot interaction and the mutual
adaptation based on the pattern of informational flow between
the two participants in the interaction. These methods allow the
robotic device to gain the ability to score the mutual adaptation
and to implement strategies for increasing it, fostering the
human-centered robot autonomy in rehabilitation robotics.
I. INTRODUCTION
Human-robot interaction in rehabilitation robotics pursues
human benefit. The more and the tighter the connections
in the coupling between the human and the robot are, the
more attention has to be given to the mutual adaptation.
Assistive technology has dedicated research niches to the
pursuit of adaptation, by exploring more advanced sensors
and actuators, more powerful microcontrollers, new materi-
als, the efficient usage of the energy and the improvement
of interfaces. Prosthetics research is one of these niches.
Stressing the latter concern, vast studies have addressed
the issue of making the interface more intuitive for the
interaction of the triple human-robot-environment.
Various ways to increase the functionality of the prosthetic
device have been developed. Artificial neural networks [1]
or Support Vector Machines [2] detect the user intention
from physiological signals and classify them into robot
hand or finger movements. Although the provided input is
conceptually well suited to the aim due to the physiological
nature of the data that captures the user’s intention from early
stages, the intuitiveness in interaction and the limited set of
movements remain an open issue.
An eigenposture space, combining the principal compo-
nents associated to muscle synergies in hands is able to
map inputs from the user to commands that actuate the
joints of a robotic hand [3]. Although the input complexity
is highly reduced and the output consists of a continuum
of hand postures, the interface is highly irregular. Relying
on the machine’s ability to guess the desired posture based
on a priori information about the object to be manipulated
deprives the user of the active involvement in the interaction
and of the intuitiveness in operating the device.
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Other approaches to prosthetics attempt to close the loop
between the human and the robotic device. A feedback
interface encodes the state of the robotic device into visual
or vibro-tactile stimuli and delivers them to the user. The
endeavor is meant to strengthen the user-robot coupling and
to increase the acceptance of the artificial body part [4] by
integrating several input modalities that relay back correlated
information. Nevertheless promising, the method risks to
become intricate if it ought to encode a variety of move-
ments derived from a complex and unintuitive feedforward
interface.
The use of “intelligent” robots or interfaces can assist
in improving the interaction, by taking over some of the
complexity that the user faces within an artificial communi-
cation. So far, the “intelligent” feature is ascribed to robotic
devices that offer an engaging interface which keeps the
user’s attention and involvement awake [5], and not to an
adaptive robot that is able to evaluate the state of the user
and autonomously take action to increase the adaptation.
Apart from the ordinary help from a therapist, the user is
given at most the choice to select few strategies of control
and to conform some parameters depending on the self-
assessment of the progress [6]. The robotic device itself has
no knowledge about the evolution of the interaction, and thus
no opportunity to intervene and direct the course of actions
toward a more adapted state.
The literature on prosthetic devices abounds of methods
and practices to facilitate the communication between the
human and the robot. However, most users still fail to
recognize the prosthesis as an integral part of their body.
Such lack of integration makes the control of the prosthetic
device cumbersome, and thus leads to excessive and un-
wanted cognitive load [7][8]. Thus far, mutual adaptation
is a rather subjective concept and an aim in rehabilitation
robotics, which has not yet been satisfactorily reached. A
pivotal point that has been ignored, but would deserve special
attention is a quest for objective metrics that are able to
automatically assess the promise of techniques as well as
the level of mutual adaptation between the agents in the
interaction. Such metrics would favorably increase the active
involvement and contribution of the robot, so far deficient
in autonomous flexibility, endowing it with the potential to
change strategies or morphology according to the state of the
user.
Here we propose an adaptation benchmark in conjunction
with a set of strategies for augmenting the mutual adaptation
in prosthetic devices. We illustrate quantitative properties
of the human-robot communication, setting them against
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their contribution to adaptation. The aim is to establish
design principles for human-robot interaction and the means
to measure, guide and install the mutual adaptation. To
accomplish this, we chose different scenarios of communi-
cation between a human and a simulated robotic hand while
the human attempts to perform a simulated robotic hand
posture by feeding a control input from a joystick. Within
the interaction, the design of the interface, the bidirectional
communication and the involvement of the robotic device in
the interaction process are varied.
In the following sections, we will present a set of theo-
retical metrics for benchmarking the adaptation, the experi-
mental setups where we applied the theoretical methods, the
results we extracted from the experiments, closing with a
discussion of the contribution and of the future work.
II. THEORETICAL TECHNIQUES
1) Crypsis coefficient: The interdependency of communi-
cation and adaptation has been a focus of study in theoretical
ecology with a tradition of some decades [9][10][11]. We
here project insights gained by ecology theorists onto a
hybrid biological-artificial system and frame the adaptation
accordingly. By viewing the interaction between the human
and the robot as a bidirectional information flow, as in the
theory of biological adaptation, we reformulate a statistical
index relevant to adaptation in the hybrid system. In ecol-
ogy, a well-known strategy of the biota to hide within the
environment is called a cryptic behavior. In other words, the
biota copies the environment, alike the robot should obey the
commands of the human user or viewed reversely, the human
should input a signal that corresponds to a compatible state of
the robot. We call crypsis coefficient, the statistical measure
γ = I(Hu, Ro)/Imax(Hu, Ro) (1)
where I is the information transfer, and Hu, Ro are sets
of human states, e.g. human input (EMG/joystick signals),
and respectively, a set of robot states, e.g. robot output (robot
hand postures). In terms of the Theory of Communication,
the quantity I(Hu, Ro) alone may stand for the amount of
information that can be inferred about the state the human
should assign to himself, knowing the robot state to be
reached. It also defines in theoretical ecology the efficiency,
which is a major dimension along which adapted systems
develop in the absence of significant perturbations [12].
The information transfer written in terms of entropy, as in
Eq. 2, reveals more hints about the characteristics of a cryptic
system. The value of the statistical index becomes larger the
more cryptic the system is, because the conditional entropy
H(Hu|Ro) yields less uncertainty about the human’s state
to be issued in order to reach a certain state of the robot.
I(Hu, Ro) = H(Hu)−H(Hu|Ro) (2)
= −
n∑
i=0
p(hi)log2p(hi) +
m,n∑
i,j=1
p(hi|rj)p(rj)log2p(hi|rj).
(3)
The applicability to our particular system becomes more
clear by further unfolding the expression of the informa-
tion transfer in Eq. 3. A set of m robot output states,
corresponding to robot hand postures, can be designated
as rj ∈ Ro, and also the compatible n human input
states, hi ∈ Hu, corresponding to different joystick values.
Given the recorded data from both agents, monitored over
a number of observational trials, it is possible to compute
a matrix of interaction, with elements p(hi|rj) that identify
occurrence probabilities of human states conditioned by a
given robot state. The conditional probability is the property
of the human to perceive the status of the robot and to reply
accordingly. Likewise, the other probabilities in Eq. 3 are
obtained statistically from the data recordings. The maximum
information transfer is computed using Lagrange multiplier
theory, by optimizing the expression of I(Hu, Ro) under the
assumptions that there are no more closure conditions than
the ones imposed by the normalization of the probabilities in
the two sets. Feeding the numbers in the Eq. 1, the crypsis
coefficient is determined. A value of γ = 0 suggests that
the two agents are completely independent, whereas γ = 1
implies the matching of information in their communication
channel and hence, a strong adaptation.
The metric encompasses in its equation both participants
to the interaction, which is central for mutual adaptation.
Moreover, the objectivity of this index enables its delivery
and usage into a robotic device. This way the robot is capable
of quantifying periodically the status of adaptation between
the two agents and of regulating itself by enforcing adequate
strategies to bring the index toward its maximum value.
The strategies may include a complement of the progress or
regress in the user’s performance and motivational solutions
as well.
2) Degree of monotonicity: The communication pathway
from the human to the robot is imposed by the feedforward
interface function. Another index which we found relevant
for the adaptation purpose is responsive to measurement at
the stage when this feedforward interface function is being
appointed, thus acting upon its design. The claim that “The
central nervous system knows nothing about muscles, it only
knows movements.” [13] points out to the actual simplicity
in interfacing the human commands with the control of
his actions. Setting out from the clear evidence that in
human-robot interaction the movements are an expression
of an artificial interface, the implication arising is that the
feedforward interface should feature intuitiveness.
We imported the index called the degree of monotonicity
as a predictive measure for the effect of the feedforward
interface function upon the mutual adaptation and for the
interaction quality. We express the degree of monotonicity
by computing the fraction of monotone pairs of states with
respect to the total number of pairs from the interface
function’s domain [14]. Formalizing this into our framework,
we define the feedforward interface function as I : Hu →
Ro, where Hu and Ro denote the human input set and
the simulated motor output set, respectively, both obtained
through the discretization of the corresponding bounded
140
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intervals. Assuming that the total of elements in the domain
after discretization is n, we denote by
P = {(hi, hj) ∈ Hu|i < j ∧ i, j <= n} (4)
the set of distinct pairs in the domain. The cardinality of the
set P is then
ν = n2/2− n. (5)
The number of monotonic pairs is
o = card{(hi, hj) ∈ P |I(hi) < I(hj) ∧ hi < hj}. (6)
The order operator, <, signifies the usual order relationship
applied to values in the joystick input and also to the values
of the motor. Card signifies the cardinality of the set. Finally,
DOM = o/ν. (7)
A degree of monotonicity DOM = 0.0 signifies that the
interface function is monotonic, whereas DOM = 1.0 stands
for a highly non-monotonic function.
DOM can be defined over spaces of higher dimensional-
ity. In this case, the order relation should be defined on both
sets Hu and Ro. However, following the remark of [13], the
dimension of Hu should be manageable by the user, whereas
the complexity of Ro should rather be offloaded to the
morphology of the robotic device, more precisely, one that
is compliant with the environment through the interaction.
3) Sensory-motor coefficient: The feedforward interface
function is also considerably influential upon the sensory-
motor coordination, since the latter is a reentrant and dy-
namical mapping between sensory information and motor
activity [15]. Therefore, an appropriate choice for such a
function can simplify drastically the way the human user
controls the robotic counterpart or predicts future actions.
These abilities give an account of the degree of adaptation
to the robot and also constitutes a reflection of the quality of
the interface function. To quantify the coordination between
the human and the robot, we used the correlation coefficient
established on the basis of the data Hu and Ro, which
particular to our system, designate input states from the
user and output states of the robot, respectively. We shall
further refer this index as the sensory-motor coefficient, thus
formalized:
SMcoeff = E((Hu − μHu)(Ro − μRo))/σHuσRo (8)
where E is the expectation value, μ is the mean and σ is
the standard deviation. A high value of the index points
to a coordinated interaction, whereas low values to poor
interaction capabilities.
4) Number of guesses to success: We use another measure
to count the number of guesses needed for a user in an
interaction with a robotic device to reach a desired state of
the robot. We can straightforwardly express this index:
NGS = card{rj ∈ Ro|j ∈ S} (9)
assuming that rj are defined robot states. Dependent on the
proficiency of the users in the interaction with the robotic
device, they pass through a variable number of robot states,
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Fig. 1. Human and simulated robotic device interaction system. A:
Experimental setup. B: Feedforward artificial interface. A function maps
the input of the joystick onto the value of one motor which designates a
posture of the simulated robotic hand
card(S), until they reach the target one. The integer index,
desirably low-valued, is an indicator of efficiency in time and
of the capability in prediction, both contributing to adaptation
in a human-robot interaction.
III. EXPERIMENTAL SETUPS AND RESULTS
The experimental system mainly consisted of a human and
a simulated robotic hand as shown in Fig. 1-A. The con-
nection between them is achieved by means of an artificial
feedforward interface which maps the inputs of a joystick
onto the simulated robotic hand postures. The feedback
is the visual sense. We prepared three experiments within
this testing platform, in which conditions of the interaction
between the human and the robot were subject to change.
The simulated robotic device features 13 degrees of freedom,
controlled by 13 simulated motors. However, it is sufficient
for the purpose of our exposition to use only one motor value
and command all DOFs at once to achieve the synchronized
opening of the simulated robotic hand at various degrees.
The subjects taking part at the experiments were 7 in total,
of both genders, healthy, with ages ranging from 25 to 54
years. The experimental setups and the distribution of the
subjects to a task were thus made so that no knowledge that
corrupts the recorded data is transferred from one experiment
to another.
Their task was mainly to reach a given simulated robotic
hand posture, which we will refer to as the target posture. The
subjects use one axis of the joystick to provide an input value,
which is mapped onto the degree of opening of the simulated
robotic hand through a particular feedforward interface func-
tion. The PC screen represents the workspace, displaying the
simulated robotic hand that the subject operates, and also the
141
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Fig. 2. Adaptation metrics in experiment (top) and simulation (bottom). A: Functions used to map the input signal to the output motor: white - low
monotonicity, gray - medium monotonicity, black - high monotonicity B: Relations between the degree of monotonicity, the sensory-motor coefficient and
the crypsis coefficient in experiment. There exists a significant correlation between the sensory-motor coordination and the degree of adaptation between
the human and the robotic device. C: Relations between the degree of monotonicity, the sensory-motor coefficient and the crypsis coefficient in simulation
(The sensory-motor coefficient is squared). D: DOM in relation with the number of trials to success.
target posture that is supposed to be reached.
A. Human-robot interface in coordination and adaptation
The first experiment aims at establishing the saliency of
the degree of monotonicity in accounting for a coordinative
behavior and for adaptation in the interaction.
1) Setup: The performance of 3 subjects was tested
on 3 different feedforward interface functions. These three
functions were generated by varying a polynomial in ampli-
tude and frequency. They were one-variable and continuous
functions with various degrees of monotonicity denoted by
DOM = 0.0, DOM = 0.5 and DOM = 1.0. The subjects
were asked to manipulate the joystick in order to reach a set
of 3 target postures for each interface function. The onset of
the experiment was toggled by bringing the joystick handle to
the left extreme, which coincided with setting the simulated
robotic hand to a neutral position. The offset was confirmed
by freezing the movement of the joystick once the subject
reached the target posture. The subjects had no knowledge
about the interface function through which they operated the
simulated robotic hand.
2) Results: The influence of the feedforward interface
function upon the degree of adaptivity and the coordinative
behavior was tested using the three functions with different
DOMs as depicted in Fig. 2-A and was captured in Fig. 2-
B, by plotting the DOM , the crypsis coefficient, and the
sensory-motor coefficient.
The measurement of the sensory-motor coefficient was
based on the raw data set acquired from both agents.
We segmented the inputs of the user into two states,
extension and flexion as a function of the direction in which
the joystick was maneuvered. Same states were chosen for
the simulated robotic hand based on whether it opened or
closed. At each new input guess to reach the target posture,
the subject entered a new state, and so did the simulated
robotic device. The new guess, underlying an expectation
for success, was attempted in a direction inferred from the
experience of the previous two guesses. Accumulating the
result of all the guesses, at the end of a session the probability
of the human state conditioned by the simulated robot state
was determined dependent on how many of the two states
were similar, i.e. the expectation was met, and how many
were antagonistic, i.e. the guessing failed. The values of the
probabilities further allowed the calculation of the crypsis
coefficient.
We also developed a simulated version of this experiment.
The implemented task was to reach a motor value of the
simulated robot hand through a variety of interface functions,
by making guesses within an input interval. By changing
the amplitude and frequency of a generic polynomial, in-
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Fig. 3. Automated performance in guessing a target posture through an interface function. The target is depicted with a black horizontal line in top and
bottom plots. The function’s curve is solid red for the explored region. The DOM is computed for the explored regions. A: The interface function has
DOM = 0.89 and γ = 0.37. B: The interface function has DOM = 0.0 and γ = 1.0.
terface functions with various degrees of monotonicity were
obtained. In the implementation, the decision of the next
guess was based on the previous two guesses from which
the potential slope of the interface and thus, the direction
toward the value of the target posture were computed. If
the forward interface function was highly non-monotonic,
the guesses might insist in a region of local minima, accu-
mulating failures. Therefore, analogous to the experimental
observations, when failures exceeded a certain number of
attempts, the algorithm generated an input value outside of
the area currently explored and continued the search.
The results were similar to the ones conducted with human
subjects (Fig. 2-C). The higher the degree of monotonicity of
the interface function, the more cumbersome it was to reach
the target posture. Moreover, the rate of the trials that were
needed to be performed in order to reach the desired posture
increased with the degree of monotonicity as Fig. 2-D shows.
Two particular situations corresponding to interface func-
tions with different monotonicity characteristics emphasize
disparate behaviors and different adaptation values in Fig. 3.
Regarding Fig. 3-A, between trials 10 and 30, the algorithm
unsuccessfully generated input guesses in a region of a local
minima. Four jumps in other regions, depicted with filled
symbols on the plots, were needed to eventually hit the
target posture. A monotonic interface is, in contrast, facile to
operate, once the sign of the slope for the underlying function
is determined (Fig. 3-B).
B. Sensory feedback in time-efficient adaptation
The second experiment interrogated the time span required
to reach to a target hand posture, as a variant of time-
efficiency in interaction, when parameters of the interaction
were varied.
1) Setup: In the first section of this experiment 3 subjects
were each asked to hit a total of 12 target postures. The
experiment was divided into two parts, one in which the
subjects were provided with visual feedback during the
sessions and one in which the visual feedback was triggered
off. In turn, the two partitions were each divided in two,
testing the cases of 2 functions with opposite degrees of
monotonicity, i.e. DOM = 0.0 and DOM = 1.0. During the
sessions with visual feedback, the subjects manipulated the
joystick pausing at positions at which they had predicted that
the target posture could be reached. The session continued
until they actually reached the target posture. The case of
the missing feedback was implemented by making the result
of the change in the joystick input available only when the
subject pressed a button on the joystick, confirming that they
had decided on their guess. If the prediction was erroneous,
then the subject tried another guess. The session ended when
the subject scored a hit.
In the second section of the experiment, the performance
in reaching 9 preset postures of the simulated robotic hand
was tested with 3 other subjects under different conditions:
no provision of any sensory feedback and 3 different magni-
tudes of monotonicity for the feedforward interface function,
i.e. DOM = 0.0, DOM = 0.5 and DOM = 1.0. Similar to
the first section, subjects were able to see the result of their
decision upon the position of the joystick’s handle only after
pressing a button on the joystick. Once they succeeded to
hit a target posture, a session ended. Throughout the whole
experiment, the interface function remained unknown to the
subjects.
2) Results: The subjects’ reaction was tested against two
distinct forward interface functions with extreme degrees
of monotonicity as illustrated in Fig. 4-A. The order of
the target postures presented during one session tested the
prediction ability of the subjects based on the accumulated
experience. A high discrepancy is revealed about the two
characteristics of the interaction: the visual feedback and
the degree of monotonicity of the feedforward interface. The
presence or absence of the sensory feedback accounted for
the time-efficiency in scoring less than the degree of mono-
tonicity. In time, represented by the sequence of sessions
performed, the subjects showed low prediction capabilities
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Fig. 4. Relations between NGS, DOM and feedback. A: Number of guesses to success when feedback is toggled and interfaces have extreme DOMs.
B: Number of guesses to success in cases of different DOMs and no feedback C: Efficiency scope of DOM and feedback in HRI. D: Efficiency scope
of DOM and feedback off in HRI.
for the case of DOM = 1.0, whereas for the other extreme
value, DOM = 0.0, the number of guesses was almost
constant. Note that the numbers of guesses to success cor-
responding to an interface function with DOM = 0.0 and
provision of sensory feedback is significantly close to the
ones of an interface function with DOM = 0.0 and no
information support from the sensory feedback.
The plot of the efficiency in reaching the right posture
ranked the degree of monotonicity as a prominent catalyst
for a rapid success and thus for a facile accommodation
of the human in an artificial coupling. One curve in the
plot was the mean of the number of guesses across the
subjects over time. The cubic shape of the curve in the plot
was not attributable to a pattern found in the performance
of the subjects. The number of trials to success varied by
the possibility to predict correctly and also by the input
distance of the next target posture with respect to the current
input position. Large values of the DOM therefore explained
random performances in guessing the input for a desired hand
posture. Auxiliary, the table in Fig. 4-C, derived from the
same data, is a numerical proof for the time-efficiency scope
of the four classes characterizing an interaction. The values
were determined by averaging the values experimentally
obtained for each class, and subtracting the value of a perfect
guess, which was defined by fitting the target posture at the
first guess.
The plot depicted in Fig. 4-B is a comparison in the perfor-
mance to hit, accounted by the modification of the degree of
monotonicity. Also, we computed the mean distance of each
time series with respect to the perfect guess and obtained the
numerical values listed in the table in Fig. 4-D.
C. Robot compliance in adaptation
The third experiment inquired the property of robot’s
adaptability with respect to the subject’s progress.
1) Setup: Three subjects performed a series of 16 sessions
at least, where the goal of one session was to reach 9 sim-
ulated hand postures in sequence, generated by an arbitrary
probability distribution function. A one-variable continuous
function with DOM = 1.0 mapped the position values of the
joystick onto the simulated motor value, yielding the opening
degree of the simulated robot. This function, however, was
used to derive a piecewise function of constant motor values,
whose number of constant motor values depend on how
many target postures the subject was asked to hit. It was
this piecewise interface function through which the subject
actually operated. The total of sessions were divided into
several episodes, in which the subject was exposed to slightly
different conditions of interaction. In the first episode, the
subject had to hit 3 different target postures - encoded as
3 values of the piece wise function-, arbitrarily ordered
into the sequence of 9 postures. The 3 target postures were
alloted each a range of the total input interval. This range
we called tolerance and initially was set to 0.8 units per
target posture out of the total input domain of 4 units. The
second episode discerned from the first in that the tolerance
assigned to the target postures was reduced to half, that is
0.4 units. In the following odd-numbered episodes, a new
target posture was introduced, associated to an input range
that became available after the tolerance had been reduced
in previous episodes. Every new target posture, however,
was assigned the high input tolerance. Subsequent even-
numbered episodes were all characterized by having the
reduced input tolerance for all the target postures from the
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Fig. 5. The robotic device in mutual adaptation. A: Robot complies in the performance of the user and sustains the adaptation and motivation. B: The
absence of an assistive robot hinders adaptation and leads to the abandon of the interaction.
previous episode. This equates to the attempt of reinforcing
the precision in the communication within the system. The
transition from one episode to another took place when the
subject had surpassed a certain level of proficiency (indicated
by γ) in guessing the target postures.
Therefore, after 6 episodes, the subject had to handle 5
different target postures - excluding a neutral target posture
with which the subject was familiar from the beginning -
where each could be hit by providing an input value within
the corresponding input range of reduced tolerance.
In the second part of the experiment, the settings were
rigid from the beginning to the end: the subjects had to
hit in each session the 5 different target postures, while the
tolerance was set to the reduced one.
Regarding the overall experiment, the onset of the experi-
ment was toggled by bringing the joystick handle to the left
extreme. In each session, when necessary, the subjects were
instructed to press a button incorporated onto the joystick
when they were sure to having reached the target posture.
A session was finished when all the target postures in the
sequence had been found.
2) Results: The interaction matrix was determined after
each session by the occurrences of a human state conditioned
by a robot state. The identification of the conditional co-
occurrences was based on the comparison of the target
posture that the subject aimed at hitting with the ones that
was actually reaching due to errors in prediction, specific
to irregular interface functions. These steps facilitated the
computation of the crypsis coefficient at the end of the
session, deciding on the degree of the mutual adaptation.
This ratio enables the robot to instantiate the appropriate
future strategy, such that it adapts to the needs of the subject,
which could be that to continue with other session in the
same episode and train the subject further, or to shift to the
next episode bringing the subject to a more advanced level
of interaction and accommodation. The following episodes
either required precision by assigning the low tolerance
inputs to the target postures, either brought in a new target
posture to increase the spectrum of functionality.
The results of the experiment are depicted in Fig. 5-A,
in which each episode is depicted with different type of
shape. In addition, big shapes are associated to sessions
when the tolerance was high, i.e. 0.8 units, while small
shapes to the low tolerance, i.e. 0.4 units. One value in the
plot represents the mean of the correlation coefficients of
the three subjects at the end of a session. The variance is
also illustrated. Although in the first sessions the subjects
showed a tendency of disorientation, the assistance of the
robot became gradually noticeable, especially toward the end
of the experiment, when the subjects hit the target postures
with ascending successful rate.
Figure 5-B, corresponds to the situation when the subjects
did not benefit of any robotic assistance for incrementally
learning the control of the movements. From the beginning
of the experiment, they had to match the simulated robotic
hand with 5 target postures, being provided with a tolerance
of 0.4 units. The figure shows a diverse performance and
ad hoc reaction. The continuous failures, attributable to
the incoherent interaction through the complex interface
and to the lack of any guidance or motivational support,
exerted cognitive load and exhaustion which led the subjects
astray. The subjects could not keep themselves committed
in the interaction more than 10 sessions, after which they
abandoned the experiment.
IV. DISCUSSION
In nature, interaction between the body and the environ-
ment through biological interfaces determines the individual
and the environment [16]. Analogously, an artificial interface
linking the human and the robotic device may prove decisive
in establishing whether the robot will be perceived as part
of the human or as part of the environment. The first
case strengthens the feeling of ownership of the robotic
device, whereas the second alienates it. The adaptation thus
highly resides in an intuitive communication channel, whose
underlying interface function should be transformed in order
to be as monotonic as possible. The complexity of the hand
posture may come not from a sophisticated control, but rather
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from the morphological bindings within the body.
Sensory biofeedback is an important feature in the in-
teraction for the perception and integration of the artificial
part into the human body, as vast studies show [17][18].
Nonetheless, a simplified feedforward interface function will
dismiss much of the complexity of the feedback interface.
A monotonic interface function, complemented by an ap-
propriate morphology of the robotic hand would not impose
high demands on the robot’s ability to actively contribute
to the adaptation process. However, so far interfaces have a
serious shortage in this quality. Therefore, the robotic device
is a prospective solution to overcome the shortcomings of an
interface and improve the interaction.
Rehabilitation robotics is to this date the field that is con-
cerned the most about the blend of biological and artificial
agents. An unexploited potential is their shared contribution
to adaptation, hindered by the lack of robot’s marginal
flexibility in adjusting to the users’ state. The mission of ac-
commodation relies solely on the users’ advancing skill and
their plasticity, while the artificial interface and the hardware
remains usually rigid. This limitation could be surmounted
by developing objective metrics that automatically evaluate
the users’ progress. Implemented into the robotic device, the
metrics endow the robot with objective sensitivity toward the
users’ state and with decisional and morphological plasticity.
The metrics outlined in this paper grant the robot itself the
ability to quantify the level of adaptation periodically, to
update itself with the users’s proficiency and subsequently,
to offset a regression or an advance by modulating some
internal parameters. The variation from large to small of the
input range, which was assigned to a robotic hand posture,
achieves from a motivational to a system precision effect,
respectively. The aim of the robotic device is to assist the
users throughout the operative process, by providing them
with various input modalities and by gradually varying the
functionality and the precision of the system, all suited to
the current status of the user.
All the theoretical measures are scalable to higher dimen-
sions of the data. The choice of simplifying the artificial
interface to one valued, one variable function allows for
a better focus on the methodology. Moreover, in the long
run, the existence of mutual adaptation metrics could make
possible the construction of rehabilitation robots that auto-
matically change their morphology, such as size and shape,
according to the user’s physiological state, in the pursuit to
reach mutual adaptation.
V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this study we emphasized some aspects of the human-
robot communication and their interplay, and brought in
objective metrics that proved their potential in measuring
properties of the interaction and in guiding toward mutual
adaptation. We showed that the set of indices represents a
candidate to the solution of autonomous robot compliance
in the interaction and that the interface function which links
the human and the robot is critical to coordinative behavior
and mutual adaptation. Future aims list the extension of
the metrics to evaluating the stability and efficiency as
fundamental features of adaptation and the development
of methods that allow a dynamical transformation of non-
monotonic interfaces into monotonic ones. Furthermore, we
pursue the trade-off between the control complexity of in-
terface functions and the morphology of prosthetic hands, in
terms of adaptation, using a physical robot hand controlled
by EMG sensors.
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